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From the co-author ofthe New York Times bestseller Team of Teams, a practical guide for

leaders looking to make their organizations more interconnected and unified in the midst of

sudden change. Too often, companies end up with teams stuck in their own silos, pursuing

goals and metrics in isolation. Their traditional autocratic structures create stability, scalability,

and predictability -- but in a world that demands rapid adaptation to a new reality, this

traditional model simply doesn’t work. In Team of Teams, retired four-star General Stanley

McChrystal and former Navy SEAL Chris Fussell made the case for a new organizational

model combining the agility, adaptability, and cohesion of a small team with the power and

resources of a giant organization. Now, in One Mission, Fussell channels all his experiences,

both military and corporate, into powerful strategies for unifying isolated and distrustful

teams. This practical guide will help leaders in any field implement the Team of

Teams approach to tear down their silos improve collaboration, and avoid turf wars. By

committing to one higher mission, organizations develop an overall capability that far exceeds

the sum of their parts. From Silicon Valley software giant Intuit to a government agency on the

plains of Oklahoma, organizations have used Fussell’s methods to unite their people around a

single compelling vision, resulting in superior performance. One Mission will help you follow

their example to a more agile and resilient future.
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StaffACKNOWLEDGMENTSNOTESINDEXFOREWORDWe first met in a time of great

uncertainty. It was 2004, and our initial expectations of rapid victory in Iraq and Afghanistan

had faded into reluctant recognitions that the fight ahead would be long, brutal, and unlike

anything we’d seen before.In many ways we were very different. I was a fifty-year-old soldier

just completing my first of what would ultimately be almost five years commanding an elite

counterterrorist Task Force. Chris Fussell was a Navy SEAL in this organization and was

twenty years younger than me. We crossed paths for only an hour at his small team’s outpost

along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border, but even in this brief initial encounter I recognized a

reflective nature that struck me.We would meet again, less than a year later, in Iraq. Chris had

moved up in the organization and was serving as an operations officer at one of the three

regional headquarters our Task Force had in the country. In this context he was responsible for

reallocating resources, staying attuned to operations, and sharing intelligence. In such a

managerial role it was natural, and almost expected, to become ruled by the tyranny of the

here and now. Chris was certainly masterful in his conduct of the current fight, but it was his

uncommon curiosity about the larger how behind it all that stood out to me.Chris’s constant

questioning revealed a unique interest in the design and experimentation taking place at the

Task Force’s strategic level. For example, he wanted to know how we managed the

decentralized decision making that he and his peers had become accustomed to; how we

maintained awareness of, but did not impede, the resourcing decisions taking place at the

small unit level; and where I saw the broadest gulfs in information sharing between our

organization and outside partners. His queries were informed, but in the context of the

overwhelming tasks of the daily fight he was orchestrating, to find the time and willpower even

to ask them was notable.Chris was therefore a natural selection to be the aide-de-camp for my



final year in command. If he truly wanted to see behind the organization’s strategic curtain, a

year at my side in Iraq would be a grand opportunity to round out his learning. His primary

assigned duty was to manage the logistics of the Task Force’s senior leadership team, and

ensure that we were spending our time in accordance with the organization’s priorities around

the world. In addition, I advised him at the outset to exploit this opportunity—to actively learn

how it all actually worked.And that is what he did. For a year Chris took it all in, observing the

nuances of our organization’s process and structure with keen interest. He then went on to

graduate school and, still not satisfied, wrote a master’s thesis on how our Task Force had

organized our intelligence fusion centers around the globe to identify and capture best

practices throughout our teams.So perhaps it was inevitable that over time Chris and I found

ourselves connected after the war by a shared fascination—almost a fixation—on the

disorienting new phenomenon of complexity that we’d faced on the battlefield, and could see

across almost every facet of life now that we’d left the service.In the autumn of 2010, six years

after we’d first met, Chris and I sat at my kitchen table and talked about how the special

operations community had made such a significant organizational leap in the post-9/11

years.“If this doesn’t get captured in a book, history will get it wrong,” he said. By “it” Chris

meant how our Task Force had adapted to an insurgency in Iraq that was a technologically

enabled, interconnected network of highly autonomous individual actors. More akin to mobs or

violent gangs than a traditional understanding of insurgency would have led us to believe, its

membership was motivated by an extremist ideology to foster unconstrained violence wherever

possible. To combat the speed and effectiveness of this type of adversary, we’d shifted,

reluctantly, from a masterfully constructed, purpose-built, centralized structure to a

decentralized but deeply interconnected entity whose distributed teams could move with the

fluidity of a network while retaining the focus and stability of a bureaucracy.At the time of that

conversation, I was just beginning to write my memoirs, which would consume my efforts for

the next two years. But underlying that biographical work was an alternate story, the one that I

most wanted to tell, and in the spring of 2013, we told it via the writing project that Chris had

first suggested: Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement for a Complex World, which would

be released in the spring of 2015, reflecting years of thought and extensive research on the

topic we’d first considered at my bland kitchen table.Team of Teams met our intent to lay out a

case about environmental change in modern competitive realms, and deeply resonated with

leaders across a wide spectrum of organizations. The consistent “You described my

organization’s problem” type of feedback we received reinforced our conclusions that the

challenge the Task Force had encountered was not unique to combat but rather reflected the

common conditions of our era.The hierarchical organizational models and leadership norms

that we all grew up in were designed for a different type of environment from what we’re now all

facing. Organizations must adapt to the realities of the information age or face existential risk.

Our “team of teams” approach, with its emphasis on shared consciousness and empowered

execution, was an important framing and gave language to this universal threat.Though we

didn’t call it such at the time of the Iraq war, a team of teams is an operating framework for an

organization that we’ve seen work on the battlefield and in industry. It is grounded in the

creation of true strategic alignment across an organization; executing disciplined, broad, and

transparent communications; and decentralizing decision making to the edge of the enterprise.

It allows traditional organizations to retain the strength of their bureaucracy while moving with

the speed of a network.But Team of Teams was not written to address a possibly more

important follow-up question: How, exactly, do you create an adaptable organization?When we

realized that there was a clear need for a book to address the specific practices and behaviors



that made our transition possible, I immediately thought that the right person to take on this

project was Chris.Chris has been more acutely focused on the how of our organizational

transformation than anyone else I knew. Sure, other officers might have led at higher levels,

had more intense battlefield stories, or saw parts of the war that Chris did not; but in my many

years within the special operations community, I didn’t know a single leader who was more

intellectually curious as to what was practically taking place at an organization-wide level,

across all tiers and different perspectives that our hierarchy offered.Of equal importance, Chris

will offer a view on what behaviors a team of teams model requires from its leaders if it is to

truly thrive. In the Task Force, we had not only to create a new series of practices but also to

leverage that model through the communalization of new cultural norms and behaviors.Among

the Task Force’s senior leadership, it was obvious that the various parts of the organization

were, in the early days of the fight, both unable and unwilling to connect and collaborate. We

had to redesign ourselves and create not only the capability to connect, but the willingness to

create a new culture, one populated by exceptionally powerful tribes. Without both aspects in

place, the effort to establish either one is redundant.The pages ahead offer, in my opinion, a

critical response to one of the most difficult questions that the world is currently wrestling with—

how must our models for leading and managing large systems evolve? Chris and his coauthor,

Charlie Goodyear, a brilliant young Yale graduate, map the course toward a hybrid structure

that is, more through disciplined trial and error than through academic forethought, what we

eventually created within the Task Force.I believe that organizations hoping to survive in

today’s increasingly complex world will need to (as we did on the battlefield) retain the strength

and stability of a hierarchy while simultaneously adopting the speed and decentralization of a

network—as well as the behaviors necessary for them to function.If you’re a leader looking to

build your own team of teams, Chris and Charlie offer you a road map.—General Stanley

McChrystal (Ret.), March 2017INTRODUCTIONIn 2014 I was invited to join my former

commanding officer, Stan McChrystal, as a coauthor in writing Team of Teams. Our goal in

writing it was to offer our view on why the military models of the twentieth century were

fundamentally misaligned with the realities of an information-age battlefield. The speed and

interconnectivity of this new type of conflict forced the senior leadership within our branch of

the special operations community to make a choice: lead us through a culture change or

potentially lose the fight against Al Qaeda. They chose the former.Team of Teams explored a

simple idea that sat at the epicenter of the challenge in making this culture change: How can

large organizations move with the speed and agility of a small team?In that vein, our writing

team laid out the reactive small-team dynamics that are so powerfully highlighted within special

operations units, as well as in any number of other high-performing teams. We explained that a

small team’s ability to quickly adapt comes from the combination of four key drivers.First, their

members trust one another. Second, they are bound by a sense of common purpose—a

shared ideology or purposeful trait. Third, given the small size and rich interconnectivity of a

small team, they can create a sense of shared consciousness among the group: a state in

which all members have a common understanding of their mutually-held problem set, a shared

access to key information, and are aligned in the direction they need to move next. You’ve felt

this, most likely, in small teams you’ve been on, but re-creating this state at scale, and with

necessary regularity, is a far greater challenge.With these three initial factors in place, the

fourth and final quality can exist: empowered execution. The ultimate goal in today’s quickly

changing environment for an organization is the ability to decentralize decision-making rights

down to those actors closest to the issues: empowered execution was, for the special

operations community, the key to moving as fast as or faster than the rate of change of our



external environment. Empowered execution creates the space for teams to act with autonomy,

but as it is coupled with the influence of shared consciousness, it is high-accountability (and

therefore risk-reduced) autonomy.The book we wrote found an audience with senior leaders

across many industries. From the reading list of commandant of the Marine Corps to Walmart

CEO Doug McMillon’s 2016 list of “must reads,” the book’s ideas found receptive audiences in

some of the world’s most seasoned and credentialed leaders.Even with Team of Teams as a

frame, however, readers have continued to ask us a common series of questions: I accept the

premise, but how exactly do we implement this model? Or What are the most important steps

to focus on when attempting a team of teams? And even How does a forum with thousands of

people not devolve into total chaos?To this day, I’ll also often get another line of questioning

meant to be respectful of our teams’ efforts in conflict, but which expresses a healthy

skepticism about whether lessons from a modern battlefield can truly apply to other realms:

What your organization did was impressive, but it’s different here. In the military you can just

give orders, and subordinates have to follow. It’s not like that in the civilian world.If there are

any former military folks in the room, they’ll invariably chuckle at this.I was on active duty for

just over fifteen years, and I can’t think of a single time that I ever truly gave or received an

“order” like the one you might imagine from watching a war movie, in which a higher-ranking

officer’s harsh words are universally adhered to and respected by those under their command.

That approach doesn’t work well in the conventional military, and it falls even further short in

the special operations community—where triple-selected, highly qualified, and deeply

experienced personalities don’t take kindly to being ordered by an officer with less practical

experience than they possess.Regardless of context, a leader cannot simply command people

what to do and expect them to wholeheartedly follow. Rather, their task should be to guide

teams, influence their decision making, and give them appropriate but not overly restrictive

guardrails. But guardrails like this are impossible to establish without one critical factor—an

organizational model that retains stability where necessary while also allowing for the

distributed decision making that is mandated by our information age.Many of the questions I’ve

received, of course, can be compounded into the following line: What are the practical and

tangible steps that business leaders must take if they are to build their own team of teams?

Team of Teams told our story and made an argument about the final state that modern

organizations need to arrive at to succeed, but it was not a practicum on how to reach that

goal. Our intent in the pages ahead is to offer just that; to provide leaders with a sense of the

necessary steps to creating a team of teams.Having spent several years both experiencing and

observing as this change took hold in its original context, I had the good fortune to be exposed

to the inner workings of this model. As a tactical-level, junior leader in our organization, I was

positioned to feel the impact that these practices were having on the organization. As an

operational-level leader, I was responsible for helping implement these changes. But most

interestingly, as McChrystal’s aide-de-camp during his final year commanding our Task Force, I

had a front-row seat to how these practices were working from a strategic perspective.*After

spending a year perched at this tier of our organization, as an observer of the systems that

made the enterprise work, I had finally completed a kaleidoscopic view of our reformation.

Having ricocheted from leading SEAL elements on the ground to helping synchronize these

efforts from different operational-level positions to finally facilitating our senior leadership’s

interaction with our thousands-strong, globally distributed enterprise, I now had a multi-lensed

view on how our organization had once operated, how it changed, and what “right” looked

like.If you’re interested in a firsthand narrative about counterterrorism raids or tracking down Al

Qaeda cells, writings by other service members offer much better perspectives on the ground-



level realities of our fight than I could ever hope to produce. Their invaluable stories have

shaped our generation’s understanding of recent conflict, and their voices are increasingly

critical to ongoing discussions about national roles in an increasingly complex world. Instead,

the pages ahead discuss the transformation of an organization, and are intended as a

practicum for how that evolution might be replicated by others.The book ahead will

communicate those lessons and offer you a tangible guide to building your own team of teams,

walking you through the process of transforming from traditional silos into what we will refer to

as a “hybrid” organizational model.In chapters 1 and 2, we’ll explore the critical concept of “one

mission,” which must sit at the heart of a team of teams. We will also explore the history of

traditional bureaucratic models, then show why today’s environment is simply misaligned with

such systems, which so many of us have been conditioned to accept.After these first two

chapters will come the heart of this work—an introduction to the concrete practices that, when

used, will help an organization form networks among its teams, and embody a hybrid

model.Each of these practice-focused sections, dedicated to exploring one specific process or

concept, will also be accompanied by a case study from a civilian organization that has

successfully implemented the subject matter.These case studies will follow a consistent

pattern, providing background on the organization (“The Setup”), the issue it was working to

solve (“The Problem”), the solutions that were implemented (“The Solution”), and the results

that ultimately followed (“The Outcome”).The first of the core chapters of the book will detail the

creation of an aligning narrative—determining the unifying, empowering narrative that can

deliver an organization to a state of “one mission” and how it can be leveraged to create buy-in

among influential members of the organization who might otherwise default to their own tribal

norms. We will show the role that social contagion plays in the spread of this narrative, the

importance of network influencers within your enterprise, and the limits of colocation in

changing behaviors and attitudes in organizations.In the subsequent chapter on

interconnection we will explore actual social network formation. Where narrative alignment

provides a common foundation from which teams are empowered to network with one another

outside their conventional lines of authority, this chapter explores the means by which this

interconnection can take place, free from bureaucratic oversight, once that story is set.In the

Task Force, our interconnection was enabled by physical and virtual forums, as well as

supplementary online chat rooms, intranet portals, and information databases. Nevertheless, it

was in our forums that the Task Force’s aligning narrative could be periodically

recontextualized by our senior leadership, and scattered teams could be given a platform to

exchange information and become familiar with one another’s needs. This results in the

creation of a state of shared consciousness.In this chapter we will discuss how to lay the

groundwork for the proper application of these technologies—including how to select and use a

“controller,” how to build participation in forums, how to ensure that supplementary

technologies are available for all members of an organization, and how a leader overseeing all

of these technologies should modify his or her behavior to encourage teams to form networks

appropriately.That will all raise the question, naturally, of how often an organization must

strategically realign itself. Therefore, in the subsequent chapter we will discuss the operating

rhythm needed in an effective team of teams model. Finding the cadence-based balance

between the creation of shared consciousness and windows of empowered execution is critical

to the success of a hybrid model of leadership, as is knowing when to adjust this balance.Here

we will explore how leaders must resist the strong urge to use interconnecting technologies to

exert greater control of their teams’ operation, the ways in which a well-set operating rhythm

can ensure more efficient vertical communication in an organization, and how it can reduce the



amount of time teams take to identify (“X1”) and exploit (“X2”) new developments in their

environment.After that, we’ll dive into the creation of decision space within your teams—

exploring how organizations can expand and control the decision-making authority that

networks of teams are expected to act on during periods of empowered execution. Although

the networks that exist in a hybrid model are expected to work free from bureaucratic oversight

in order to problem-solve in a complex environment, there must be nuance about when they’d

need to report back to their bureaucratic command chain.Finally we’ll look at how to expand a

hybrid model beyond a single enterprise, diving specifically into the creation and distribution of

liaison networks across different bureaucratic command chains and functional silos. The

variously specialized individuals who fill these formalized roles are expowered to act as “point

people” for lateral collaboration during periods of empowered execution—helping coordinate

joint action, accelerate information sharing, and generally increase interpersonal familiarity

across silos. We will discuss the nuance to how these individuals are selected and leveraged

and how their role was transformed over time in the Task Force from a symbolic position to one

having a genuine practical function.Our conclusion will show what the simultaneous use of all

of the key practices looks like, demonstrating how each part of the model can work in

conjunction with the others to unite teams under one mission.Keep in mind that each practice

we detail is insufficient in and of itself to drive true and lasting culture shifts. For example,

narratively aligned teams will never reach their full potential for organic collaboration if they

forgo the practices for establishing and leveraging internal networks (such as a virtual forum).

As all of these practices come into place together, they create a feedback loop with one

another, alignment on the narrative deepens, and the symbiotic operation of a team of teams

model will intensify.Whereas these practices are presented in a linear manner, it does not

necessarily mean that every organization looking to adopt this model should implement them

in this exact order. Their order of use is relative, despite the sequence that this writing

endorses.Per my experience in the civilian world studying and re-creating this model, some

enterprises may find it easier to adopt certain practices first, based on the nuances of their

current structure or environment. My best advice on this front is to consider the same approach

that the Task Force’s leadership initiated: just start with the practices that you believe are most

needed in your organization, and self-critically iterate as you go along.• • •My military

recollections are told in broad terms and written to maintain appropriate distance from actual

personalities, times, and locations. Everything herein is representative of countless real-life

events during the time period discussed, but specific details are blurred by design.Implicit in all

of this, though, is the true question we wrestled with and we see so many other organizations

also addressing: how can a strong, stable, well-built global enterprise unify around a single

mission?Distribution, tribalism, complexity, and change in the external environment are all

forces that sit in opposition to creating this type of narrative unity. Our early conversations on

the battlefield circled around the very difficult question of how we could be so highly competent

at the small-team level yet incapable of moving with the same agility as an enterprise.

Ultimately it was our senior leadership, leveraging the inclusion and transparency of the team

of teams model, who began to insert a constant reminder that if we did not align behind one

mission, the individual capabilities of our elite teams would prove insufficient. We could all be

great and still lose.Our leaders did not direct us but rather invited us to be part of this cultural

and operational excursion. The invitation was simple but its demands were not easy; we would

change ourselves in the middle of the fight of our generation, we would break down tribal

barriers and align upon one mission, and we would win.Ahead you’ll find our story. We wish

you luck in your own.CHAPTER 1ONE MISSIONI’d learned, over the years, that nighttime in



the open deserts of Iraq could be surprisingly beautiful and still.Perched on the edge of an

empty airfield, with one knee on the ground and my weapon slanted at the half ready, I gazed

through my lime green night-vision goggles at the dark sky. It was the spring of 2008, and such

a respite from the speed and noise of our war was a rare pleasure. I took a deep breath, and

appreciated the momentary calm.My boss, U.S. Army general Stanley McChrystal, knelt in the

dirt beside me as we waited. For nearly five years, he had commanded a Special Operations

Task Force dedicated to eliminating extremist insurgent cells in the country.On this cool night, I

was entering the final two weeks of my yearlong tour as McChrystal’s aide-de-camp. A

traditionally unglamorous position, this role had added a final lens to my appreciation of the

Task Force’s operation, and had been the most formative experience of my military

career.Having begun, years earlier, as a tactical-level platoon leader before gradually working

up our bureaucratic ranks, I’d watched as McChrystal had transformed the organization from a

coalition of tightly siloed units into a united team of teams. Now with a year of access to our

commander’s inner circle, I’d been able to observe our transformed organization in its full

scope, and had helped with the large-scale implementation of the practices that had made it all

possible.That night McChrystal and I had gone on a foot patrol with an infantry unit out of their

farmhouse headquarters and into a nearby village that had been decimated by insurgent

groups over the past several years. Now we were awaiting the arrival of our predawn flight back

to the Task Force’s headquarters in Balad—a small town located north of Baghdad. The

logistics for an excursion like this were my responsibility as his aide, and tonight’s dictated that

we fly aboard a compact MH-6 “Little Bird” helicopter, a spartan form of travel for a three-star

general.A Little Bird resembles a horizontal, jet-black dewdrop. Its cramped interior has room

only for two pilots, while park bench–like seating runs along its exterior sides. These force

passengers to dangle their legs into empty air once in flight, making for a dramatic ride that

forces even the proudest operators to instinctively tighten their grip. These machines are built

for agile attack rather than comfortable transport and are not a normal mode of transportation

for VIPs.The night remained still as we awaited their arrival. Then, exactly on schedule, we

heard the distinct, angry whirrrrrrrr of two Little Birds’ high pitch rotors fill the air. The pair

touched down lightly nose to tail, their rotors cutting green halos through my night vision. My

commander and I split up to run to either side of the first aircraft, crouching to avoid the

buzzing blades overhead before sitting down on our respective benches.From where I sat on

the Little Bird’s exterior, I turned to look toward the aircraft’s cockpit. Just eighteen inches in

front of me, our copilot’s arm was stuck outside the aircraft, parallel to the ground, fist clenched

and thumb pointing skyward. He was awaiting my grasp, a signal from me that his two

passengers were secure and ready for takeoff. I watched the copilot’s arm remain stark still, his

camouflaged sleeve flapping under the rotor wash.Nothing, not an approaching enemy fighter,

not a bullet hitting the Little Bird’s globular windshield, would cause that pilot to withdraw his fist

or pull the aircraft into flight—he wouldn’t move, not until he felt the anticipated signal from his

passenger. My life was in his hands, and he in turn trusted me.Once secure, I leaned forward,

grabbed the copilot’s outstretched fist, and squeezed once. This seemingly small interpersonal

gesture implied a deeper meaning—I’m ready when you are. McChrystal did the same on the

other side of the aircraft, with slightly larger significance—a multistar general was clasping the

hand of a young pilot many organizational tiers below him, but the faith demonstrated between

these two people on the battlefield defied conventional understandings of rank.Our pilots

reacted swiftly. The aircraft quickly lifted and began on a heading back to Balad, followed

closely by the second Little Bird. The air whipped my face beneath my goggles, and my legs

became pinned back by the wind of the Iraqi night sky.• • •Small moments like this capture



why soldiers can sometimes miss being in war. Just as the pressure of that moment locked the

pilot and I into a mutually dependent relationship, so too had our leadership found a way to

scale such intimate trust through our global enterprise. I would miss more than just the passing

moments of intensity like this one; I would miss the intimacy of our organization once I was

home.Each of us, to our core, is drawn to being part of something larger than ourselves,

something with purpose, something we can believe in. The Task Force had become exactly

that for its membership. We shared one mission, and this culture shift had augmented the way

we operated as an organization—to tangible results. The rate at which our teams would go out

on raid-type Direct Action (DA) missions in the early days of the war were roughly ten per

month—but with minimal increases in personnel and funding, that same figure had reached

three hundred per month by 2006.The pilot’s clenched fist, awaiting my signal, represented a

standard operating procedure that predated the Task Force’s reformation, but back in 2003

relationships within our organization as a whole did not embody the trust and unity of that

gesture.Five years before the night of that Little Bird rendezvous, on March 20, 2003, I listened

to a radio call echo through a darkened, crowded Joint Operations Center (JOC) close to the

border of Iraq. Its tone was fuzzed with static, but the words were still intelligible to those

assembled: “Shots fired.”With that, all of us in the large hangar knew we might be hearing the

first combat of a new war, as our forces entered the western Anbar Province of Saddam

Hussein’s Iraq.Yet, as you likely know today, the enemies who were the subject of that night’s

radio call were not the ones the invading Coalition would be most troubled by in the years to

come. Though beating Hussein’s military was no small challenge, the greatest long-term

obstacles to peace in Iraq would be the various Sunni and Shi’ite insurgencies that sprouted

organically across the long-mismanaged nation in the aftermath of the Ba’athist regime’s

collapse. These networks’ amorphousness, opacity, and then-novel ability to exploit modern

technology made them especially dangerous and complex foes.Prime among these weirdly

webbed organizations was Al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), a regional franchise of the greater

international Al Qaeda terror conglomerate. Known before the invasion as Tawhid w’al Jihad

and initially headed by a charismatic young Jordanian, AQI’s brutal actions contributed

significantly to spiraling levels of sectarian violence in Iraq, which peaked between 2007 and

2008. Sadly, the influence of this organization in Iraq grew exponentially after the invasion,

benefiting from the complex conditions that the Coalition’s presence unintentionally helped

foster.Entering the military in 1997 after my graduation from college, I served as an officer in

the Navy SEAL Teams until 2012. A year after the invasion of Iraq, I joined the Task Force,

whose mission was to disassemble Al Qaeda’s expansive networks in Iraq, Afghanistan, and

other parts of the world. The bread and butter of our work, historically, was deploying small

groups of operators in DA counterterrorism operations against enemy leaders and influencers

within these confusingly clustered networks.However, in a way that sometimes mirrored the

Sunni/Shi’ite divide that helped define the civil chaos that engulfed Iraq, the Task Force’s

constituent teams naturally clung strongly to their respective tribal norms. In each of these

factions there existed deeply enshrined unit histories, myths of legendary heroes who once

walked among members, as well as jealously guarded traditions and rituals. Young members of

these units were advised and influenced by close mentors to think of these tales and practices

as inspiration for how to conduct themselves over the course of their careers.We even had

mascots and totems of honor, handed out to members of our microcommunities as a reward

for loyalty to their home units—hanging on the wall of my home office in D.C., to my wife’s

dismay, is (among other memorabilia) a four-foot-long battle-ax from my time with one such

tribe, a subunit of one of the SEAL Teams I spent time with. Not unlike the prized ornaments



some white-collar professionals receive for working on different deals, experience within a

certain military clan was often rewarded with physical reminders of the bonds you shared with

your teammates.Much like Khan’s Mongols, Boudicca’s Iceni, and Shaka’s Zulus, our Ranger

units, CIA analyst teams, State Department liaisons, and SEAL platoons were distinct

examples of proud clans that trusted only their own and lived within well-established norms of

their group’s functions. In our complex battlefield, though, these tactical distances would soon

lead to broader and more dangerous strategic divides.Today the term “echo chamber” is

commonly used in association with politics or social media or both, especially in the aftermath

of the 2016 U.S. presidential election. An article in Wired magazine on November 25, 2016,

accurately summarized the scale of this problem on these fronts, noting that many Americans

today “seem to feel trapped in a filter bubble created by the personalization algorithms owned

by Facebook, Twitter and Google. Echo chambers are obviously problematic; social discourse

suffers when people have a narrow information base with little in common with one another.”

More recent discussions regarding “fake news” seems to confirm that this trend will continue to

remain relevant in different forms in the foreseeable future.In the Task Force, though, our

insulated cultures on the small-team level unintentionally contributed to the formation of

strategic echo chambers, with the “filter bubbles” in our case being actively maintained by

influential members of our teams and passively allowed to exist by our organization’s

bureaucracy.Our various isolated teams, not surprisingly, could quickly become spaces where

only one view of our organization’s complex problem sets and overall strategy was discussed

and socially accepted among close peers. These spaces then became stand-alone strategic

echo chambers, further constraining their relations with teams in the larger Task Force.A

common, generalized refrain you might hear across these spaces would be Everybody else is

at fault, and only we have the best understanding of what’s going right and wrong in this war. If

everyone listened to and thought like us, then this war would be going smoothly. As with like-

minded political echo chambers, wherein those inside bounce and magnify prefiltered

viewpoints off each other, strategic echo chambers can serve to reinforce and exaggerate

divergent thoughts on what an organization’s strategy or culture should be like and exacerbate

operational distance between teams.These differences had led to the formation of multiple

narratives within our Task Force: distinct, unit-specific stories broadcast to and accepted by a

critical population, in which listeners would inevitably cast themselves as actors playing a

tribally accepted part. From army platoons to CIA human-intelligence analysts to NSA signals

intelligence partners, each internal and partner unit associated with the Task Force held its

own distinct history and sense of culture. This informed each unit’s narrative, which in turn

increased members’ sense of tribal identity, which contributed to an echo chamber effect

across different parts of our organization’s bureaucracy.For my first few years of the post-9/11

wars, I’d summarize my own narrative—the guiding story that motivated me and many of the

SEALs I worked with, influenced my interactions with outside entities, and defined my sense of

culture—as follows: I am part of an elite tribe made up of great individuals who are the best at

what they do. Each of us needs to earn their place in this tribe every day. Each of us needs to

exceed the expectations of our SEAL teammates, and we expect them to do the same for

us.This powerful, unit-based ethos had subconsciously been burned into our psyches and was

reinforced constantly—to the extent that even the physical “territory” of our units would drive

our tribal independence home to us. Above the front entrance of the first SEAL Team to which I

was assigned in Little Creek, Virginia, there was an etched reminder on the doorframe that

asked a daily question of those who passed under it:DID YOU EARN YOUR TRIDENT TODAY?

The trident, a gold-plated special warfare insignia worn on the chest of every Navy SEAL, has



a long and proud history and is earned only after nearly two years of training, which has an

attrition rate that can reach the 80 percent mark. The trident is earned, not granted. Constantly

being reminded to live up to the significance of this insignia, none of us ever felt the chance to

rest on our laurels or forget to do well by those who also wore it. Totems like this served to

strengthen and inform the narrative of our isolated community, as was the case for others we

were expected to work seamlessly with.But mine was an ill-informed narrative, though I did not

recognize it as such early in my career. I, and others like me, were living to a “best in class”

standard without ever spending substantive time with other special operations units or other

teams whose work informed and enabled our own. My narrative was inwardly focused, myopic,

and selfish; while certainly motivating, it did not align with building collaborative teams and

offered no room for, or even acknowledgment of, other important tribes in our organization.

Similarly, their narratives had no room for me or my kind.Yet the Task Force still functioned with

our many narratives, with its teams working through the limited bureaucratic highways that

organizationally connected us.For generations our model worked. We could function with our

many narratives in a twentieth-century world that was complicated but not complex.But then we

encountered a change in the pace and complexity of our environment and found in the midst of

that change an enemy with a truly unified membership. In contrast to our own individual stories,

the narrative that aligned AQI’s dispersed, unprofessional, and poorly resourced network was

exponentially better than any one of ours. It may have been best summarized by Ayman Al-

Zawahiri—the Egyptian physician-turned-terrorist regarded at the time as Osama Bin Laden’s

second-in-command of Al Qaeda’s international umbrella organization. Following the 2011

death of Bin Laden, Al-Zawahiri, long a leading strategic voice for the organization, has gone

on to inherit the executive command of Al Qaeda.Al-Zawahiri’s inclusive, empowering words,

delivered by Internet broadcast in the early days of the conflict in Iraq, reveal a powerful

organizational juxtaposition when compared to the personal, myopic stories of our

teams:Those fighters in Iraq, we greet them and salute them and support them, and ask God

to bless their efforts and their bravery in fighting the crusaders. And we tell them God is with

you and the nation is supporting you. Depend and rely on God. And attack and devour the

Americans . . . and bury them in the graveyard of Iraq.AQI’s members—though geographically

dispersed—were all synchronized around an inclusive shared narrative, paired with a well-

communicated strategic vision. Their organization’s extremely fluid, freely designed operational

structure helped ensure that the narrative of their leadership consistently permeated their

distributed membership, enabling their rank and file to move with speed and individual initiative,

collaborating with one another and aligning their otherwise-isolated actions with one another’s

efforts, free from formalized approval chains.Contrasting my unit-centric narrative as a young

SEAL officer with what was being broadcast by Al Qaeda’s strategic leadership, it is not

surprising that the first few years of the Coalition’s occupation in Iraq were an exercise in futility.

Levels of violence in the country continually hit new heights, despite the best efforts (and on-

paper successes) of still-bureaucratic entities like the Task Force to remove key nodes from

AQI’s network and ideologically similar groups. In early January of 2004, roughly 200 attacks

per week were being launched by insurgents against Iraqi government targets. By mid-June of

2007, this figure had increased by about eightfold, reaching more than 1,700 attacks per week.

Large sections of the country were home to ethnic cleansing, pocketed with torture chambers,

left without power during soaring summer heat, and lacking basic services for years on

end.The pooled stenches of death, heat, and decay seemed to fill the air. It was hell on

earth.Simply put, the Task Force was exponentially more capable on paper yet more culturally

disparate than the enemies we were encountering, whereas AQI’s far less prepared members



were nevertheless all aligned under one narrative. We had excellence, talent, and capability;

they had a uniting calling. Our many unit-centric narratives excluded one another and

outsiders; their singular one invited anyone who identified with their purpose to play a role in

their success. We were a strictly ordered machine equal only to the sum of our parts; they were

an organic movement.The condition of the country around us indicated how these two systems

matched up against one another.But in time the Task Force learned from this new enemy. As I

was fortunate to witness firsthand, our leadership established what we’d later call a team of

teams organizational model, in which our units and their leaders were not only given

unprecedented access to one another’s intelligence and senior decision makers but were also

encouraged to form organic interpersonal relationships with one another outside the

enterprise’s bureaucratic lattice. This allowed our organization to dramatically increase each

element’s productivity and, in time, contributed to the quelling of Al Qaeda’s influence on the

insurgency.Whereas an entire series of innovative organizational practices (each of which will

be detailed in this book) was responsible for this shift, one process was critical to laying the

foundation for the rest. This was the attempt by our senior leadership to introduce and

consistently reinforce an aligning narrative that would override those held by our individual

component units.The aligning narrative they would build into our lexicon, and would ensure

was circulated in our echo chambers, forced each of us in the enterprise to make a choice; we

could either hold on to our myopic cultures and risk losing the war, or we could begin to interact

with one another and commit to being a part of the team of teams we saw being created.Our

organization’s new aligning narrative, which posed us this choice, began with the following

simple equation, presented to all of us repeatedly by our senior leadership through a wide

variety of mediums:Credibility = Proven Competence + Integrity + RelationshipsOn its face this

is a simple equation rather than a deeper qualitative narrative. But in practice this became the

backdrop for a conversation we would have every day. As we’ll discuss in later chapters,

thousands of us would connect and resynchronize in inclusive forums every twenty-four hours,

but at the heart of this communication wasn’t transactional information but informed interaction

derived from the above principles. Each day these were expanded into coaching conversations,

contextualizing what was and wasn’t working.We talked about results not only for the

operation’s sake but to tell the story of how a given action had enhanced or harmed

relationships across the organization, or deepened credibility with key stakeholders. We were

asked hard questions by our leadership not so they could demonstrate power but so they could

give us room to be honest and vulnerable about what we did or did not know. Teams didn’t brag

about successes but willingly exposed lessons so that the competence of the force could rise

based on one group’s challenges. If the equation had been put on the wall for reference, it

would have been meaningless; but leveraged as the backdrop for how we prioritized our efforts

and communicated across tribes, it became a more powerful tool than I comprehended even in

the moment.Our leadership knew that credibility was something our teams, and our broader

organization, had long looked for in those we worked with—other leaders in the case of our

teams and external stakeholders in the case of our organization. After all, credibility would

allow us to move with more speed and decentralized autonomy—something we all had long

desired.But what had been preventing this from occurring?Credibility was now framed as

having three component factors: proven competence, integrity, and relationships. Competence

and integrity were not the limiting factors—our teams, while poorly interconnected, were each

extremely selective and possessed strong moral fiber. What was missing were the relationships

through which these other qualities could be proven to other tribes; these were needed to earn

credibility with decision makers and with each other.These relationships would need to extend



far beyond those already established among members of the same unit and reach those on

other teams and in critical partner organizations. Therefore many of us were encouraged to

interconnect, expose ourselves to other closely-held viewpoints across our organization, and

transform these connections into tangible operational benefits for each team.In a way, this

approach relates to the naturally social aspect of human identity. In 2014 Israeli historian Yuval

Noah Harari ascribed our species’ success to what he refers to as a “revolution in Sapiens’

cognitive abilities,” a possible product of the theorized “Tree of Knowledge mutation”—an

anomaly in early Homo sapiens DNA that enabled our ancestors “to think in unprecedented

ways, and to communicate using an altogether new type of language.”Per Harari, our forebears

used their unparalleled intelligence to create not just physical tools but also social bonds of

culture and identity, which eventually wrought huge benefits for their long-term ability to thrive.

Essentially, they created stories that allowed small pockets of tribes to interconnect. In short

order our ancestors, while physically slower and weaker than the threats around them, thrived

by creating order and enforcing behaviors. They became bigger than their tribe.In the Task

Force our eventual strength came from this same biologically ingrained driver. We were not

being solely given a transactional end state or directive-like strategy, as we had been before—

instead, our leaders were giving us a well-contextualized vision of a new, more inclusive

behavioral culture to create, which they cast as critical to ensuring our goals were

attainable.After several years of focus by McChrystal and our senior leaders, this new narrative

created cultural, then operational unity, breaking down the bureaucratic walls that had once

blocked our ability to communicate, collaborate, and trust. This newfound connectivity enabled

us, among other things, to increase the rate of our DA operations so that our teams on the

ground could move and adapt faster than the leaderless insurgent cells they faced on the

battlefield.But increases in quantitative measures of operational speed and efficiency were

simply one type of outcome. An additional result of our experience was culture change, though

we did not directly address it in the moment. Under the pressure of war and seemingly

insurmountable challenges, we’d transitioned from a disparate series of high-performing

elements to a purpose-bound, interdisciplinary team with singular focus on mission. We

transitioned from a coalition whose capability was simply the sum of its parts to a cohesive

enterprise driven by trust-based relationships. Most important, each of us evolved in our views

from a tribal, small-team optic to a newfound feeling of higher purpose and calling.The fruits of

our teams’ labors in this new model held, right up until the Coalition withdrew from Iraq in

December of 2011. Since then, with the pressures that the Task Force and other entities

helped exert removed from their immediate environment, AQI’s membership has metastasized

into a yet-more-notorious, networked, narrative-driven form, that of the Islamic State of Iraq

and the Levant (ISIL). But ISIL is simply another chapter, whose days are clearly numbered in

the long story of a new world we all now share.A CHANGING LANDSCAPEThe types of

problems presented to the Task Force in Iraq reach far beyond the world of military conflict,

puzzling and challenging leaders in every industry.The realities of competing in the twenty-first

century are unavoidable, for the outside world has changed drastically: it is flatter, faster, more

interconnected than ever before. As a result, some organizations that once functioned well are

finding themselves where the Task Force found itself in 2003—possessing all of the talent and

resources they need but unable to break out of silos and respond quickly to a shifting

environment.Many thinkers have recognized the drastic changes happening in our world and

have helpfully ascribed terms to them.Financial trader–turned–writer Nassim Taleb coined the

term “black swan” to describe high-impact, unpredictable events that have nonlinear (i.e.,

exponentially disproportionate) consequences. He defines them by a “triplet” of qualifications:



“rarity, extreme impact, and retrospective (though not prospective) predictability.” The idea has

caught on and many since have built upon it—with some adding the nuance of foreseeable

“grey swans.”Further back on the timeline (1962 to be exact), American physicist and scientific

historian Thomas Kuhn introduced a nuanced take on the word “paradigm” in his book The

Structure of Scientific Revolutions, which he believed formed from two essential characteristics.

A new scientific achievement must be “so unprecedented to attract an enduring group of

adherents away from competing modes of scientific activity . . . (and) sufficiently open-ended to

leave all sorts of problems for the redefined group of practitioners to resolve” in order to form a

paradigm. You may recognize the significance of Kuhn’s work when you consider how his

writing gave rise to the term “paradigm shift.”This theory can get redundant after a while though

—the practical takeaway is that the actions or words of one can now easily set off a cascading

chain of consequences for others in ways not previously possible. For example, the self-

immolation of a lowly fruit seller in a small Tunisian town can fuel a regionwide series of civil

upheavals, whereas the negative experience of a single individual in one part of the globe can

exert downward pressure on the responsible company’s stock.Clearly, part of the issue we all

face comes down to the speed and scale of information flow. This was certainly a harsh

revelation on our information-age battlefield in Iraq and Afghanistan. For hundreds of years,

orders between even the best-organized military units (like Rome’s legionnaires or Napoleon’s

levée en masse armies) could move only at the pace of the fastest couriers, be they on foot or

on horseback. Even thinkers who are extremely hesitant to agree with arguments about how

our environment newly challenges organizations (like the Economist’s current Schumpeter op-

ed writer) have proven grudgingly willing to admit “there is some truth to this”—i.e., it is clear

how changes in the speed of information flow have changed how organizations must

operate.Kissinger Associates vice chairman Joshua Cooper Ramo summarized the rate of this

change deftly in his 2009 work The Age of the Unthinkable:A letter carried on horseback 150

years ago would have moved information at a rate of about .003 bits per second (the average

note carrying, say, 10 kilobytes of data, though of course that measure didn’t yet exist). As late

as the 1960s those same 10 kilobytes might have moved at 300 bits per second. Today global

telecom cables transmit at a rate of billions of bits per second.At closer ranges it was always

semaphore, bugle cries, and drumbeats that allowed large groups of individuals in war to

assemble, move, and fight with sufficient speed to react to other actors. Only the most

organized, equipped, and professionally drilled armies, maintained by nation-states capable of

levying taxes on a willing population, could master these centrally controlled processes—and

only the best of these could maintain their armies’ readiness during peaceful periods.Thus

these types of militaries, and the formalized nation-states they served, dominated war for

millennia. This status quo was further set by technological innovations in the twentieth century,

which allowed wealthy nations to replace horse-mounted couriers with increasingly far-

reaching communication systems—a capability that no actor beneath a state level could

possibly attain or hope to outmaneuver.But suddenly, in the blink of an eye relative to many

generations of human history, communication became democratized. As we entered the twenty-

first century, the ability to share information with millions in real time began to emerge at every

person’s fingertips. A stand-alone idea or experience of one person could suddenly reach tens,

thousands, or millions with the touch of a button or the click of a camera.In the unconventional

wars of Iraq and Afghanistan, the Task Force’s long-standing organizational structure—

purpose-built to prioritize ordered command and control interactions among teams—was

quickly overwhelmed by the speed of this new reality, where disorganized collections of

individuals could disrupt our operations in a nonlinear manner. The frequent filming on cell



phones of improvised explosive device (IED) attacks on our teams and the posting of the video

in Internet chat rooms for propaganda purposes were apparently a precursor to the state of

civil affairs over a decade later in the United States, where political protest movements

regularly use viral videos to fuel their base and attract new membership.Moreover, it became

exceedingly difficult for the Task Force’s senior leaders to fully grasp what was happening on

our front lines at any time, as conditions around us changed too quickly for our bureaucracy to

distribute valid insights to the necessary corners of our organization, adding to the confusion

and sluggishness of our decision making.Our fight against Al Qaeda and its sympathizers was

an early example of such a shift. The Arab Spring, beginning in 2011, was a sociopolitical

movement spanning continents, prominently enabled by social media, that brought a

deliverance from tyranny to some (as in Tunisia) and a devolution to chaos for others (as in

Syria). The insurgent ride-sharing industry populated by Uber and Lyft, and sparked by the

proliferation of smartphones, has quickly besieged the once-sound industry of taxi services.

Traditional transportation may well be next to go, as self-driving technology makes an assumed

constant like a driver’s license a small relic we’ll one day show to our grandchildren as proof of

our antiquity, along with stories of speeding tickets, traffic jams, and road rage.What is common

among these cases is that all involve the dethronement of a dominant, incumbent state of

reality through the dedicated efforts of a smaller, more fluid few, in ways not possible a mere

few years ago. In his 1859 speech to the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, not-yet-

President Abraham Lincoln recalled a story he had heard, in which “an Eastern monarch . . .

charged his wise men to invent him a sentence . . . which should be true and appropriate in all

times and situations. They presented him the words: ‘And this, too, shall pass away.’” Change,

in short, is ever-present; but today, the disruption is ceaseless.Anyone still convinced that the

organizational structures and leadership models of the twentieth century will magically work in

today’s exponentially more complex world will quickly encounter inconvenient truths: as Albert

Einstein noted toward the end of his decently fruitful career, “a new type of thinking is essential

if mankind is to survive and move toward higher levels.” In the early years of the Iraq and

Afghanistan conflicts, we were undoubtedly trying to defeat a twenty-first-century threat with a

twentieth-century playbook.• • •We all know the world has changed, and continues to

change; a natural next question remains for us to wrestle with, addressing an even more

fundamental issue: how can organizations respond to the changed environment? Today’s

organizations clearly face new types of interconnected and complex environments; therefore,

they require an organizational model designed to handle such complexity. That is the challenge

of our time.As I prepared to leave Iraq after my year with McChrystal, I believed deeply that our

enterprise had arrived at an answer to this question. Our organization had learned to defy our

chaotic external environment, which some external observers might have labeled black swan

heavy, or subject to paradigm shifts. Human-to-human connectivity and true strategic alignment

had been established across our enterprise’s teams and around the globe, binding thousands

of people from unique and different tribes to a purpose that changed in scope and complexity

almost every day. This new culture allowed our enterprise’s teams the space to react with

speed and autonomy to the unpredictable challenges thrown our way every day. We were

thousands of professionals around the globe, but shared the intimacy of a small team sitting

around a table.The dramatic improvement in our monthly rate of direct-action missions, with

other variables of cash, equipment, and personnel controlled for, demonstrated that our one-

mission approach worked. But a far better testament to our success, in my mind, comes from

the qualitative testimony you’d hear from members of the Task Force. Though the integration of

their cultural microcosms wasn’t always initially welcome, and though the changes needed to



align us on one mission weren’t always easy, one thing that no former members deny is that

our organization had become whole: we were many teams, freely operating and engaging with

one another in the pursuit of one mission. We often put other, once-rival tribes ahead of

ourselves and knew they would do the same for us.Normally, strong trust and respect among

military members is limited to those who share a unit—those who have been able to fight

alongside one another, work in close proximity, and engage in either supportive or

argumentative dialogue as necessary. Yet in giving that final squeeze to the hand of the Little

Bird pilot, I knew that our organization’s new identity would be what I would miss more than

anything else once I departed for home—a many-leagues-deep interpersonal trust, scaled

across an entire enterprise through carefully facilitated, informal, intertribe relationships, that

complemented our preexisting bureaucratic norms.This was what allowed us to stand strong in

the midst of a rapidly changing environment and adapt to act on our organization’s strategy in a

way that exploited the changes that were constantly occurring around us.In so many ways we’d

become a global organization that felt more similar to four people sharing space on a

helicopter, entrusting one another with their lives, flying low over the desert sands of a war

zone, than a large, hierarchical organization from the complicated world of the twentieth

century.But in reality, we were a bit of both.QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:Do you believe that

your organization’s external environment is changing in a way markedly different from how it

has in the past, or at a greater rate?If so, do you believe that your organization’s teams are

currently able to collaborate and adapt as quickly and effectively as they need to in response?If

they can’t, what is preventing that adaptation? Lack of familiarity or exposure to one another?

Fear of repercussions? Uncertainty about the response of senior leadership? Lack of strategic

clarity?CHAPTER 2THE HYBRID MODELLike many other military members, I’ve been in

seemingly countless helicopters over the years, and it is difficult to not appreciate the skill level

of the pilots with whom we entrusted our lives. On any given helicopter flight, passengers like

me could look on as these talented individuals worked hard at the helm of a machine we were

all dependent on.From the ground, an approaching helicopter might look like a gently

descending aircraft; but piloting what is in reality an inherently unstable platform is anything but

a “soft” process. There is no autopilot in helicopters. Their pilots are in constant motion, using

all of their limbs to work the pedals and levers to respond to crosswinds, updrafts off the desert

floor, “brown-outs” upon landing in the dry desert, and countless other challenges.Similarly,

there is nothing static about being a business leader in today’s complex world. Even if

conditions seem stable, you’d be wise to think of yourself as a helicopter pilot on a low-level

flight over dangerous terrain, remembering that any moment of calm is likely to be disrupted by

an unforeseen updraft or sandstorm. It’s not that you don’t trust your machine; established

business models and helicopters are tested, reliable structures. Both pilots and business

leaders appreciate the strengths of purpose-built structures, but are also comfortable living in a

constant state of adaptation.To “pilot” the unsteady Task Force through the complex conditions

we faced in Iraq, our leaders needed to create an entirely new organizational model. The

leaders at its helm had to be able to concentrate efforts along more than one axis: they needed

to not only appreciate and leverage the strength of the bureaucracy, but to also maintain

constant awareness of changes in the environment and empower the organization to

adapt.And that’s what they did. Through trial and error, the Task Force transitioned to a hybrid

model that combined the best elements of rigid bureaucracy and adaptable networks,

becoming a fighting force such as the battlefield had never seen before.BUREAUCRACY’S

BEAUTYIn late 2016 one of my research assistants bought a used car and soon afterward

moved to trade his old driver’s license for a D.C. one.He wisely did his research in advance,



and after filling out the necessary application and gathering his original Social Security card,

his out-of-state license, and copies of two utility bills that had been mailed to his D.C. address,

he proceeded to the Georgetown DMV.Yet after waiting in line for his appointment, he was

turned away.“Your utility bills, sir,” he was told, “they both need to be from within the last sixty

days.” The attendant pointed at one of the two bills and then at a calendar displayed on her

desktop. “This one is from sixty-four days ago.”It was a minor oversight, and he tried to plead,

but to no avail—regulations were regulations, and the system didn’t care that he had but one

minor irregularity in an otherwise pristine collection of documents.It was the equivalent of

showing up with nothing at all. He was dismissed with a curt “Next.” He had experienced

bureaucracy at its finest.For generations, organizational structures have been heavily

influenced, if not defined by, the idea of bureaucracy: a centrally controlled method of

managing sprawling lattices of teams. This method of organization was best framed by

German sociologist Max Weber in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.Weber was

born into the German upper middle class in 1864 and lived through the aftermath of the

Western industrial revolution. Initially interested in law, he eventually became fascinated with

the way private business and civil service could be transformed from disorganized systems into

organizations run efficiently at scale.Weber’s theories effectively captured the societal

revolution his era had witnessed. In an age where one’s future was largely predetermined by

familial connections, he suggested that an “impersonal order” was superior to a personal one.

In Weber’s bureaucracy, authority flowed from “offices” and not from people. He argued that

rule and order should ideally come before the individual, and that the holder of an office should

be obedient, first and foremost, to the rules of the hierarchy (and the office above his). Weber

perceived that this would eliminate cronyism and create meritocratic opportunity for the

masses.In Weber’s mind, the ideal relationships between employees, teams, and leaders were

rigid, unadaptable, and defined by a distant figure in order to guard against inefficiencies and

informalities. His resulting model is a top-down structure in which each member is subservient

not only to the higher-ranked leadership above them but also to the formalized responsibilities

of their role within the system. A diagram of Weber’s resulting impersonal order could be

presented as follows:As any business leader will realize, the above diagram doesn’t just

represent an archaic idea; it is also a simplified rendition of the standard org chart for almost

every large company on the planet today. Human subjectivity is (theoretically) minimized and

replaced by structured corporate code, and silos are formed. Authority rests with the strategic

leadership at the top and flows down to a senior group of middle-management officers

(operational-level leaders), who in turn lead tactical teams. These formalized hierarchical

relationships are fixed and unbending, fittingly drawn as solid lines.Weber recognized that this

organizational structure had dangers and could lead to “specialists without mind, [and]

pleasure-seekers without heart.” Yet he believed that the benefits of bureaucracy outweighed

the risks. “The development of bureaucracy,” Weber wrote, “greatly favours the levelling of

social classes.” By viewing employees and leaders and consumers with an objective,

unchanging attitude, a bureaucracy ensured fairness and predictable operation.When my

research assistant was refused his D.C. driver’s license, he found out what bureaucracies were

designed to be: soulless institutions designed to operate without acknowledging personality or

identity. His irritation was understandable but might have been tinted with a bit of relief as to

why he was refused, and its positive implications.He was treated without annoyance, without

warmth, but rather as an objectively faceless customer among the others who would attempt

what he had that day. The representative didn’t care that he had only a minor abnormality in his

application—all that mattered was he wasn’t within guidelines.He (and others looking on)



should have taken heart, knowing that there was no way the organization they were interacting

with could be “gamed” or would treat any one of them inconsistently. In that waiting area they

were all equals. Such an operational principle prevented fraudulent vehicle registrations in the

city and created a standard by which the organization could scale its function.The

multidivisional firm structure Alfred P. Sloan pioneered while he led General Motors in the

1920s was very much consistent with Weber’s concept of the impersonal order.Sloan

transformed GM’s structure into what he deemed, “an objective organization, distinguished

from the type that get lost in the subjectivity of personalities.” His vision was a multidivisional

structure staffed mainly by coat-and-tied middle managers—whom John Micklethwait and

Adrian Wooldridge deem “Company Men”—and such a change delivered great results. GM

seized more than 15 percent of market share from competitors by 1929, merely six years after

Sloan’s ascendance to its presidency, largely because of increased efficiency as the

bureaucratic model enabled centralized scalability.Sloan’s General Motors was not alone in

benefiting from this approach to organizational management—elements of what has been

deemed “Sloanism” were integrated into the management of peer organizations. The titans of

that time—General Electric, U.S. Steel, Standard Oil, and others—all adopted similar practices;

and they did so because bureaucracy was the optimal solution—for that time.In Team of Teams

we explored the enduring impact of industrialist Frederick Winslow Taylor’s reductionist,

efficiency-focused management practices. Taylor’s method of scientific management

standardized previously individualized industrial processes and attempted to do away with

individuality—and with great success.But despite the successes of bureaucracy, it has its

dangers. Weber’s, Sloan’s, and Taylor’s management theories, when taken to their extremes,

dehumanize teams and individuals in order to ensure centralized control at scale—and limit

their interactions to only authority-defined formalistic relationships.The problem with

bureaucratic approaches is that they assume that relationships among an organization’s teams

should always be formalized and utilitarian. Solid-line operational relationships between teams

and leaders were thought to form sufficient structure and community within an organization,

which is equivalent to assuming that a skeleton without interconnecting tissue or nervous and

circulatory systems is sufficient to make up a whole human body.Nothing could be further from

the truth. Organizations, at the end of the day, are not composed of cogs and gears that remain

completely isolated from all those not directly relevant to their operation. Rather, they are

staffed by subjective humans—sometimes isolated communities of them. A formalized org

chart that doesn’t account for human and environmental subjectivity can quickly destroy teams’

sense of mission.When left isolated from the rest of the organization, teams become strategic

echo chambers, and soon adopt divergent cultures.This effect is magnified as organizations

get larger and bureaucratic lattices grow more complicated, leaving teams in increasingly

isolated corners. As Simon Sinek writes, “by its very nature, scale creates distance, and at

distance, human concepts start losing their meaning.” Once cloistered teams are isolated

enough from personal interaction and exchange with one another, senses of “otherness” and

impersonality grow.Not only does pure bureaucracy destroy narrative unity, but it also puts

people in positions where they cannot keep up with a rapidly changing environment.You and

your organization likely feel the daily strain of trying to keep pace with rates of external change.

Our formalized systems simply aren’t built to enable the level of cross-functional response

necessary for contemporary problem sets. Impersonal orders are meeting their match—with

the Company Men being particular weak points.LEADERS IN BUREAUCRACYA mentor of

mine once asked me a question regarding Emanuel Leutze’s painting Washington Crossing the

Delaware.You’d recognize the image. It shows General Washington standing at the prow of a



wooden boat crossing the Delaware River, at the head of American revolutionary forces, before

the Battle of Trenton in 1776. Including a dramatically iced-over river, the painting depicts

Washington gazing into the distance while soldiers alongside him use spiked barge poles to

guide their craft.Now the question I was asked by my friend: how can you tell Washington is the

leader in this scene?The answer? He’s the only one who doesn’t look like he’s doing

anything.The joke reveals much about our shared biases about leaders—we expect them to

manage and not “do.” Current-day network theorist, sociologist, and physicist Duncan Watts

writes about the first time he realized this in his book Six Degrees: The Science of the

Connected Age.Boarding a plane one day, Watts noticed the furiously typing, suit-clad

Company Men he always found seated beside him on such flights, and he couldn’t help but

wonder what they did.“What,” I wondered, squeezed in between parallel displays of urgency,

“do these guys actually produce?” If all a person does is rush from one meeting to another,

what does he or she actually contribute to the productivity of an organization?Watts’s

conclusion is one with which Weber, Taylor, and Sloan themselves would agree:The answer,

from an information processing point of view, is that a manager’s principal task is not

production at all but coordination, to serve as an information pump between the individuals

whose task is production [emphasis mine].In a bureaucracy, senior leaders are granted

authority over tactical units and are expected to play the role of “information pumps” between

the units. As a result, managers spend the majority of their efforts facilitating the cooperation of

their teams through the limited bureaucratic means available to them.Cross-functional

cooperation among teams is becoming increasingly critical, making the function of information

pumps more important. At the same time, the overwhelming amount of information moving in

today’s environment makes being an effective information pump increasingly time-consuming.

The managers who are expected to create and manage cross-functional collaborations or

resolve conflicts are increasingly overwhelmed by the noise of the day-to-day. As the level of

noise increases, so does the likelihood that leaders will either fail to effectively move

information between teams or leave their superiors out of the loop as they scramble to put out

fires. This not only takes an obvious short-term operational toll on the organization but also

furthers the narrative divide between teams. Whose fault was that–type conversations, caused

by limited means of connection among different parts of an organization, increase cultural

animosity.This was certainly the state of the Task Force I first joined. It was an impersonally

ordered conglomerate staffed by elite operators, analysts, and seasoned leaders. But on the

information-age battlefield, its ability to connect across functions was overwhelmed by the

speed, complexity, and unpredictability of the competition. Not surprisingly, fingers began to be

pointed among tribes.Though Weber would have looked at our org chart with deep satisfaction,

the spiraling sectarian violence we encountered in Iraq and Afghanistan proved that a centrally

planned, hierarchy-dependent organizational structure was insufficient. The gap was quickly

recognized at the tactical level, where the personal losses of close friends that resulted from

organizational failure inflicted a type of pain unlike any other. But the solution was not

immediately apparent. Our system was working as it was designed, but information pumps in

the system were repeatedly confounded in their ability to turn overwhelming amounts of raw

intelligence into fast enough action. The threats were changing too quickly, expanding one step

faster than we could contain them.As a leader myself, I experienced the strain of being an

information pump unable to keep up with a changing environment. When I applied to become

an officer in the SEAL Teams in 1997, my youthful assumption was that if I made it into the

SEALs and was given the appropriate rank, I would be put in charge of a small team of

operators and thus become a leader. If, as an officer going through basic training, I’d been



asked by an instructor to name the most important leaders who ran our community, I would

have requested to see a solid-line org chart of the force and would have proceeded to read out

the names of the highest-ranking individuals I could find on it. I would have been

mistaken.Several years into my career, after I passed selection, deployed, and started moving

up the solid-line hierarchy of the Task Force toward strategic roles and away from the tactical

operations, I felt a different kind of stress and anxiety developing. I was moving away from

playing an active, practical role in our organization, away from the tightly clustered, narratively

bound work of a small team, and toward becoming a bureaucratic information pump.This

wasn’t a welcome change, and whether on the battlefield or in the boardroom, this feeling is

common among authority figures in bureaucracies.When I left the military in 2012, I was

surprised to see how prevalent this tension is in other industries—a result of our similar

structures. Bureaucratic advancement means fewer peers, more span of control, generally an

increasing information-pump function, and increased distance from the actual implementation

of whatever it is the organization actually does.When you are in a small team at the tactical

level—whatever your industry—you are closest to your organization’s pressing problem set,

and can see or feel solutions either take hold or fail. The work is firsthand, the feedback direct,

and you know quickly whether you are good at the job: you either close deals, build a good

product, make your numbers—or you don’t. Moreover, you are fully integrated into your team’s

narrative and act in accordance with it.If all goes well, strong performance in this specific

function gets you promoted, and before long, you’re filling an operational-level position on the

bureaucratic org chart. Now, like it or not, you’re an information-pump leader of an increasing

number of frontline teams—responsible for enabling the practical work of the units you used to

be an integral part of. You increasingly receive only secondhand information about your

organization’s external environment.With no real conversations from those above you on the

org chart about what it takes to fill this new role, you base your approach to this new job on

your observations of new peers in your current tier of the bureaucracy. You reflect the work

ethic they demonstrate, being the first at your desk in the morning and the last to leave at night.

You communicate, continuing and perhaps tweaking the regular meetings that you were on the

receiving end of for the past few years.But despite your efforts, the frontline issues that you

were once immersed in become more blurred every day; anxiety starts to build. Learning

secondhand about the state of the teams and environment that you were once a part of, your

sense of value and worth is challenged. This sense of separation and isolation can increase in

quick leaps as you move up the hierarchy, with personal fear and doubt growing in kind.

Impostor syndrome, a sense that everyone but you belongs there, can set in and grow—

feeding the urge to micromanage and demand more from your subordinate teams. The

impersonally ordered bounds of a bureaucracy assume leaders will be able to identify where

and when cross-functional collaboration is necessary, then enable that cooperation and

interaction. In a complex environment, this expectation compounds anxiety for leaders. The

speed with which humans within the system can connect and solve emerging issues becomes

the limiting factor in the bureaucracy.“I’m the bottleneck” is a common refrain from so many of

today’s self-aware leaders, all too often said in a way that reflects the leader’s belief that her

ineffectiveness is her fault. The reality, as the battlefield taught us, is that a twentieth-century

organizational system is simply insufficient for the speed of the information age.
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Ezra Josef, “One of the best business books around. -Following the successful book, Team of

Teams, where the author described the value of teamwork, this book was written detailing how

to go ahead to build such an organization. Using both examples from the military, as well as

case studies of corporations, the various steps are explained.-The author begins with the

problems that the military in Iraq was faced with. Because of modern day communications, the

enemy was able to make use of information quickly. An attack against the American forces

would quickly go viral, so that the enemy forces were able to show that they could hurt our

army; conditions on the ground could change quickly, and by the time the leaders received that

intel, the window of opportunity to use it would pass; it was also difficult to coordinate the

different forces that were sent in by our government to do battle.-Although this book doesn't

show you what strategy would be good for your business, it is meant to set up the means to

better determine what the strategy should be. It does this, by showing how you could empower

all of your men to be information gatherers and disseminators, so they could act as one, and

be stronger than their individual parts. Issues that would normally be hidden under the rug in

most organizations, will be exposed in this system, so the chances of the group being

blindsided is greatly minimized.-The examples given are thorough and very well explained, with

many jewels found throughout. Things like "Everyone likes to be empowered," I'll often tell

groups of business leaders, "until they're actually empowered." I read through this book twice,

so that I could take notes on what was written, as each chapter has so many things that a

businessman can learn from.-This is one of the top ten business books that should be on

everyone's list, and is highly recommended for anyone who wants to improve both himself, and

the organization that he/ she is part of.”

m smith, “Timely and Important follow on to Team of Teams. Considering the extraordinary

technological and organizational development the corporate world has undergone in recent

years, it remains baffling that we persist in clinging to the outmoded, antiquated and

dysfunctional organizational structures and leadership practices of the 19th and 20th

centuries. There are however a handful of thinkers, leaders and a growing number of

progressive enterprises who have embraced a new way of thinking and a new way of



organizing their workforces.Stan McChrystal and Chris Fussell are pioneers, thought leaders

and the preeminent proponents of this emerging world of organizational progression and

transformation. Although the genesis of their thesis comes from the military world, it would be

a mistake to think of either of them solely as military men simply relating and translating their

war experiences to the civilian corporate world. Nothing could be further from the truth. Yes,

the crucible of war on terror in the 21st Century both necessitated and accelerated the change

in how we fight, how we organize the teams, units, and task forces who were called to fight a

new enemy. This enemy was globally, connected, technologically adept and continuously

morphing and adapting. Although many of the principles in both “Team of Teams” and “One

Mission” have existed in one form or another individually for some time, McChrystal in

particular is due credit for having the intelligence, foresight and courage to see that the status

quo of traditional systems weren't working and that an urgent change was needed.In “Team or

Teams”, McChrystal, Fussell and their co-authors Dave Silverman and Tantum Collins laid the

foundations for this new way of thinking. Beginning with important historical context, they then

introduced the principle of complexity and the challenges it imposes, existing tribe dynamics,

the importance of shared consciousness, broad participation in a centralized forum to facilitate

information sharing, trust, and empowered execution. Key to “Team of Teams” was the concept

of our modern leaders needing to be more like “gardeners tending their patch rather than

Patton-like Generals, executing chessboard moves.In “One Mission”, an excellent and timely

follow on to “Team of Teams”, Chris Fussell and C.W. Goodyear provide tangible real life

implementation techniques and case studies where enterprises have already seen the

benefits and returns associated with making these bold changes. Fussell takes the themes to

new levels, showing the results that are possible. Throughout the book, he provides reference

points from his military career that are more than war stories, they are useful parallels to our

corporate experiences that reveal remarkable similarities to situations and challenges we have

all faced and are facing in corporate America. I found these case studies to be instructive and

convincing, the real life proof that implementing a Team of Teams hybrid approach can produce

real results. In other words, the “how”.The case studies examine a range of different sized

businesses in varying sectors and industries demonstrating the efficacy of the process for just

about any type of enterprise. As most of the examples to date have been U.S. based

operations with American management and cultures, it will be interesting to see future case

studies where the “Team of Teams” approach is implemented abroad. Fussell is also honest

enough to show these situations “warts and all” admitting that organizational change isn't

always smooth sailing or permanent. The process needs to be tailored to each organization's

structure and requirements and most importantly, adapted and maintained on an ongoing

basis.One Mission is the book we all wish our CEO’s will read. It's clear this approach will with

time be the norm, and the standard for successful enterprises. Organizations and leaders who

get on board early will reap the benefits, attracting and retaining top talent, winning customers

and leading the way.”

Andy, “Exactly what government and non-profits need to succeed right now!. Working in a

bureaucratic state agency and often in the role of liaison to non-profits, one of which

coordinates a large network, I have seen the two extremes of organizational operations

discussed early in One Mission. The concepts outlined and tools used to create a "team of

teams" hybrid model would benefit both worlds I operate in dramatically- bringing speed and

adaptability to the former and structure to the latter. Carefully crafted, One Mission, is

designed to provide practical approaches to achieving changing bureaucratic institutions into



agile, adaptable, networked organizations- easily recognized advantages that can seem

impossible to pull off, particularly if change management fatigue exists. Then, interspersed

case studies illustrate how these concrete approaches have been realized across a variety of

organizations in different sectors: tech business (Intuit), state agencies, healthcare systems,

and athletic clothing business (Under Armour) among others. Qualitative analysis by

participants within the organizations and quantitative metrics- demonstrate both permeation

and impact of the changes realized. Chris's background in military special operations and the

unique, hard won, lessons on organizational management and leadership he gleaned during

his career, especially, during his time working with General Stanley McChrystal during the Iraq

war, lend particular poignancy to the case he makes, lessons he gives, and tools he provides.

This book is a continuation of Chris's service to our nation, as what he offers strengthens

American companies and government, giving those that utilize this resource and build a team

of teams an advantage on a stage constantly increasing in complexity.”

Fantastic, “Superb.. My ‘must read’ leadership book so far for this year.. It follows straight on

from another great book (Team of Teams) by the guy who wrote the Foreword to this – Gen

Stanley McChrystal. I read that book and was blown away by it.Team of Teams documents how

the Industrial Age introduced Frederick Winslow Taylor’s ‘Scientific Management’ model, which

equated to Time and Motion/ Efficiency studies and Command and Control leadership. That

used to serve us well when you were making Model T Fords, now – not so much (though its

influence prevails far too much – for a crushing critique of how very unscientific that model

actually is I recommend The Management Myth by Matthew Stewart).When McChrystal was

placed in charge of JSOC, battling Al Qaeda in Iraq – he found that despite having all the men,

the money and machines – they were losing against a far smaller group of insurgents in an

agile, connected network organisation. The reason? They were efficient, but not effective. He

was playing chess, while they were playing draughts! He had a hierarchy, they had multiple

leaders (we killed the ‘second in command’ about twenty times). The little starfish was beating

the big spider.The General schooled at West Point to be the archetypal hero leader now had to

stop being a chess master – and become a ‘humble gardener’, to create places for others to

flourish. He devised a new model – “Team of teams” – where the relationships between

constituent teams resembled those between individuals on a single team: silos were busted by

trust, cooperation and common purpose.It really is an important book in a time when change is

all around and comes at us all so fast, requiring adaptability like never before. Our leadership

team benefitted from my summary learnings from it about 6 months ago. But to be honest

there wasn’t much of a ‘how to’ there, we needed the implementation to go with the inspiration.

That’s where One Mission comes in.Chris Fussell was McCrystal’s aide-de-camp, charged with

a lot of the implementation. He’s therefore best placed to help other organisations implement

the new thinking that came out of that arena into our own.Rather than try to go through a

chapter at a time, I’ll pull out what I thought were the most important themes in the order that

seems to make most sense to me, but I urge you to read the book for yourself and ask yourself

and your leaders the questions each chapter poses.THE PROBLEM WITH

BUREAUCRACIESThe old industrial leadership paradigms see people as cogs in a machine.

The way to improve? Improve the processes. But we have all seen how often people who are

told to be cogs end up saying, ‘computer says no’. And the larger the organization, the slower

such flow chart heavy systems become and the less able to respond to rapidly changing

environments. The JSOC was running a highly efficient, complicated losing twentieth-century

bureaucracy against a fast and connected twenty-first century complex network of evil.THE



PROBLEM WITH NETWORKSBut that doesn’t mean networks are necessarily the answer for

your organisation to flourish. They lack central cohesion and planning, so long term may

implode, and lead to individual groups performing well, but not in a way that’s aligned toward

any coherent goal.What was needed was a way to form a hybrid, bringing the best of both

models together. A Team of Teams.Fussell was a Navy SEAL. They have their own history,

heroes and methods of being the best of the best, charged daily to ‘earn your Trident.’ But all

those other military teams, and analysts, and intelligence agencies, all scattered around the

globe, had their own team to be the best at doing what they did in – so if anything goes wrong

it’s not our fault, it must be the other guys!Fussell outlines well the frustrations that come from

being on the ‘tactical’ front line, where decisions often have to be made quickly in real time,

whereas those in ‘operational’ (for this read management) areas are dealing with the logistics

and longer time scales, and above them those in ‘strategy’ at the top line of leadership are

meant to be making much more long term plans.Gaps develop all three ways, and often those

on the tactical front line feel the strategists are far removed from their day to day challenges –

and the only recourse they have for help, guidance or even to voice frustration is the

managerial level above them who feel caught in the middle.The answer they put in place was

to agree and commit to an OPERATING RHYTHM of regular honest and candid

communication. For them, this equated to thousands of people at all levels and multiple

agencies all going online at 1600hrs for a 90 minute meeting, every single day (sounds like a

lot of commitment? They did have a war to win!). The stories told show how everyone at any

level with something to contribute was actively encouraged to do so – given the ‘psychological

safety’ to do so without fear of being belittled.These regular ‘Operations and Intelligence’

meetings served to unite all individuals in the teams into that team of teams. Perhaps most

important in these times would not be the brief look back and the long look forward, but the

way everyone was included and brought away from their own silos under an ALIGNING

NARRATIVE. This is the ‘ONE MISSION” that forms the book’s title. The Aligning Narrative is

what pulled them all together and would be reiterated in various ways throughout, in written

and spoken words.Previously if you had asked any team what they were there to do, they’d

probably say it was obvious – “Beat Al Qaeda!” But every team would then form its own version

of that that actually mean for them, and for them to do. Now they established and agreed and

repeated over and over not just WHAT they were there to do, but HOW to – as a Hybrid

Organised Network – a Team of Teams.“Our overarching goal now was not simply “defeat Al

Qaeda in Iraq” but to become the type of culture that could… Our process was as important as

our end goal, and defining the process was the equationCredibility = Proven Competence +

Integrity + Relationships.Instead of talking only about winning, we would talk about changing

how we operated in order to win.’ (pg 58)The primary question I draw from One Mission then

for your organisation (and for the group of churches I lead our leadership teams will discuss

this tomorrow before everyone gets a copy of the book to read and implement) is this; What’s

our Aligning Narrative? How do we agree, frame it, communicate it, repeat it and live it out?The

reason this is so important is that getting this right allows people in their teams to operate in a

culture of Empowered Execution; knowing what you can do, and what you need to ask

permission to do. Without knowing that, most people will default to playing safe, but clarity

creates decision space and room for ‘positive deviants‘ to make those off the grid decisions

that push the norms and make breakthroughs.What’s Your One Mission?As leaders, what do

we need to identify, put language around and then discipline ourselves to communicate and

demonstrate to help everyone on our Team of teams know how we do, what we are here to

do?”



Huw, “Quality book. Good leadership read”

Zoe E. Routh, “more of a focus on case studies than explicit ‘how to’. This book builds on its

precursor Team of Teams with the addition of corporate examples of application of

principles.Badged as a ‘how to’ book, I felt it was lacking in the step by step explanation I was

hoping for. I scored it three and a half stars for this, but rounded up to four because the

principles themselves are useful and needed in modern leadership context.Ultimately a Team

of Teams approach is more adaptable than the more prescriptive Holacracy approach to

networked leadership. This book shows how it can be adapted in various contexts.”

The book by Chris Fussell has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 252 people have provided feedback.
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